Using a general saturation compensation framework for multi-input multi-output control systems subject to actuator constraints, a simple expression relating the singular values of the uncompensated system, the compensator and the compensated system is established. This singular value decomposition offers numerous possibilities in shaping the desired responses for the saturation compensated system. Two specific practical designs are proposed from the SVD analysis. Another two possibilities are exposed for further theoretical development. Simulated example demonstrates the feasibility and practicality of the proposed designs.
Introduction
In spite of the propositions of some unified compensation frameworks in the literature for multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control systems subject to actuator saturations [5, 91, hitherto only a few specific designs of the compensators are proposed [1, 7, 8] . Most of these designs are based on time-domain considerations or optimization methods. The application of MIMO frequency domain techniques to constrained MIMO systems is rarely reported.
Instead of the skeletal framework by [ 5 ] , a special formulation of the compensators [3] is adopted below in order to establish a fundamental relationship between the uncompensated system, the compensator, and the compensated system. This shall enable analyses of the compensated system, as well as designs of compensators, in the settings of MIMO frequency domain properties. By appropriate shaping of the singular values, issues of satisfactory performance, robustness and stability of the compensated systems, can all be tackled simultaneously.
In $2 below, a special formulation of general MIMO compensator is adopted to establish the fundamental relationship between the various sensitivity functions. Singular value analyses of the sensitivity functions are performed in $3, together with two specific practical compensator designs. Another two theoretical expositions are presented in $4. A simulated example illustrates the achievable results using the practical designs in $5.
Compensation Framework
Denote R"" the set of all real matrices with m-rows by ncolumns. Then a linear MIMO plant can be described by i ( t ) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) y ( t ) = Cx(t) + Du(t) G : URL: http://hkumea. hku. hk/-khui where XEP' is the system state, y~R"xl the plant output, U E~' the plant input. AER"", BER"", C E P , D E P . where limits tui max, uimin} are assumed known, b' i=l -n.
Fig
. 1 MIMO systems with saturation compensator The saturation compensated system is shown in Fig.1 , which is a special form of a unified framework [ 5 ] . The controller output in Fig. 1 
with vp( ER"')=PS, being the compensator output. A,ER"P, B,ER"", CpcR"P, DpsR"". Again let (Ap,Bp) controllable and (Ap,Cp) observable, so that there is no hidden dynamics within P. Except integrators, all eigenvalues of AP are assumed asymptotically stable. The transfer function needs not be diagonal. In which case, there will be coupled compensation from cross-saturation terms. For the system configuration shown in Fig.2 , it is clear that issues on performance, stability and robustness of the compensated system is entirely vested with the equivalent system GE. Results from analyses of G , shall provide valuable information on how to design the compensator P. From (2. lo), (2.12) Define the sensitivity functions
P(s)
Notice that SKG is the input sensitivity of the linear system [ 6 ] , in contrast to the output sensitivity, SGp[Z+GK]-'. Unless the system is normal (GK=KG), otherwise SKGXS,,. Furthermore, linear system designs mostly consider SGK; which leaves behind some space for maneuvering when SKG differs significantly from SGe (2.14) relates the sensitivity function of the compensated system with that of the uncompensated one, and that of the compensator. This fundamental relationship shall be repeatedly cracked to yield results for the design of saturation compensators in the following sections.
Analysis of Singular Values
This section looks into the sensitivity functions, established above in (2.14), and their singular value decompositions. Discussions on characteristic loci, A[G,&w)], of the compensated system using (2.12), are omitted in this work because firstly KG(jw) shares the same nonzero eigenvalues as GK(jw) and secondly, analysis of characteristic loci does not always give conclusive results.
A simple compensator is immediately obtained fiom a usual design consideration to minimize measurement noise propagation [ 6 ] , that the sensitivity function should be around unity. Pushing this idea to the limit with the equivalent system, in requiring that every singular value o[sGE]=l, then from (2.14), (Fig.3) is not realistic and some compromise has to be settled for. One approximation to the ideal shape would be a notch filter F,,-'(s), defined as -'(s=jw,,) , then a = k-'[1+.\11-k2 1 (3.12) Determination of the filter parameters { qw,} is illustrated in Fig.3 ; from which it is clear that some fine tunings may be needed to ensure the notch is properly matched. By choosing (3.11), two independent degrees of freedom, namely, frequency w,, and gain reduction k, are imbedded to tune for the most appropriate settings, according to the severity of the actuator saturation.
SG,
A digital equivalent in form of (3.10) is (3.13) The unit delay in p0(z") ensures realizability of (3.15).
Further Designs of Compensators
The two compensator designs in (3.2) This section discusses two expositions for the general question on how to design the compensators for given specifications of the singular values of ScE(s). The developments are more of a theoretic interest than immediate applications.
Assume a desirable ZcE is known and specified for SCE. Then in theory, the designs of compensator P may be achieved in either of the two following manners.
Design I Let I, be the skew-identity matrix, i.e., the 90" rotation of the identity matrix about its centre. Z, is unitary and I:d. While theoretically Sp of (4.7) exists, its physical realization is usually not feasible because of the irrational dependence of U&S) and VKG(S) on s. Approximations shall have to be resorted to [6, 4] . Further developments are needed in the exploration of realizing the compensator thus obtained. and
It is emphasized that in ( As with (4.7), S, of (4.10) has difficulties in its realization. This design gives a Reverse-Frame-Normalizing compensator, very much like the RFN controller in [4] . With slight modifications in the least-square projection procedures of [4] , a realizable approximation of Sp can be obtained. Remark In (4.l), if GSGE is diagonal, then all the saturation effects are confined to each loop only. Barring this, crosscompensation terms in P will be required. Conversely, P may be chosen so that it diagonalizes GSGE, giving Ayi=Hi(s)b;-, i=l . . .n, and each Hits) is individually specified.
Example of Hi(s) is ui/(l+sTi), with gain ai and time constant Ti properly tuned to suit saturation levels.
In compensator designs from singular value decompositions, it is implicitly assumed that the system directions, { UKG,VKG,. . .}, remain unchanged. This however is not the case in the presence of saturation and the preservation of control directions is important [5, 7] . A usual practice is to insert a directionality block in front of the actuators, see [7] for details (Fig.1) . This method is adopted in the following example.
Example
The following example was used in [7] to show the application of an optimal MIMO discrete compensator, developed through elaborate arguments. Comparisons using the two simple designs in $3 will be made against the optimal dynamic compensator to show that, even without considering optimality, these SVD designs can produce highly compatible results as well.
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A plot of 5 [&G(e'@)] is shown in Fig.4 , with an H, -norm of 14.96dB at frequency w,,h=O.02666 [2] . Notch filter (3.13) is applied with (~0 . 9 9 7 5 , P;-0.6422, p0.8602) for b-12dB at wh-0.025. IFn-l(e' @)I is shown in Fig.4 
Conclusion
This paper studies the actuator saturation compensation of MIMO systems through singular value decompositions. By establishing a basic expression relating the sensitivity fimctions of the uncompensated system, the compensator and the compensated system, four compensator designs are proposed. Two simpler ones are of immediate practical success. The other two are more complicated and many possibilities exist for their approximate realizations. A simulated example shows that the two simple designs can produce highly compatible results compared with an elaborate optimal dynamic compensator. 
